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Abstract
With the rapid use of smart phones, digital camera etc we are in a era where it becomes a daily habit to
click photos and post it in the internet. The amount of camera capture photos is increasing
exponentially and in many photos there is text in it. With the verity of captured images it becomes very
difficult to extract text for desired uses. This paper proposes a modified histogram of oriented gradient
feature extraction model for detection of text from camera capture images as well as born digital
images.
Then we use svm-light for classification of the pattern of the text and our model efficiently performs
well on both types of images.
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1. Introduction
Today with the rapid growth of internet, the volume of data is increasing exponentially.
There are so many images in the internet which increase the internet data volume and in the
form of natural images [11-14]. We are here interested in scene with textual information. Scene
text detection is still a challenging task due to factors includes complex background, low
quality images, low light conditions and lighting variations, variations of text content and
deformation of text appearances, Complex background etc. In this paper we proposed a
scheme for generation of features which is robust to face all the modern challenges of today
[15-19]
.
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2. Review Research Paper
Scene text detection is of two types. Connected Component analysis and Sliding window
based classification.
The component based methods often use colour [1-3], point [19], edge/gradient [20], stroke [21],
texture [22], and/or region [23-26] features or a hybrid of them [27-28] to localize text components.
The technique used in Connected Component analysis is based on finding homogeneous
colour regions present in the text part. Like Maximally Stable External Regions (MSER).
Now a days MSER are very successfully use to detect the text region of an image, but as it
integrates all image data channels, like Hue (H), Saturation(S), Intensity (I) and Gradient
together which increases the complexity and as it basically deals with regular region it lakes
crucial understanding in irregular shape which is enormously present in natural scenes.
Sliding window methods use discriminative models to detect text with a multi-scale sliding
window classification. Like Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) by David G. Lowe [5],
as it transform images into scale-invariant coordinates relative to local features. SIFT
features are first extracted from a set of reference images and stored in a database. The basic
technique behind SIFT is scale-space. It is a strong affine invariant feature generation
algorithm and its scale invariant property working very usefully in challenging cases too.
There are other algorithm is there like PCA-SIFT, GSIFT, CSIFT, SURF and ASIFT which
are basically the different variant and improvements of SIFT [5-10].
Another very important feature detector in this class is Histogram of Oriented Gradient
(HOG) by Navneet Dalal and Bill Triggs [1] for “pedestrian detection”. This method is based
on recursively examining well-normalized local histograms of image gradient orientations in
a very dense array.
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Depending upon there feature calculations, this method is
applied in many fields of detection and recognition and even
in Scene Text detection as discriminatively trained partbased models by Pedro. F. Felzenszwalb et al. [4]. It is part
based model where they design the classified which can able
to classify the deformable part of the image content.

2.
3.
4.
5.

3. Proposed Approach:
1. In our method of scene text detection we used
International Conference on Document Analysis and
Recognition
(ICDAR)
2011
Robust
reading
competitions dataset specifically captured separately for
Training and Testing.

We calculate the modified Histogram of oriented
gradient (MHOG) for these ICDAR dataset.
Then build the feature values according to the SVMlight multiclass.
Evaluate our dataset values both training and testing
and obtain results.
Depending upon the results we modify the parameter
configuration to optimize precision and recall values.

We illustrate the process with an example having image
dimension of 40 x 35(Column x Row).
We take the cell size of the image as 2 x 2, So the generated
feature vector length is [20 x 18 x 31].This is illustrated in
figure 1.

Fig 1: Block of cell be a 2×2 sub-array of cells.

3.1. Block Normalization
In the HOG feature description, Dalal-Triggs [1] describe
about four methods for block normalization.
Let v be the non-normalized vector containing all
histograms in a given block, || v ||k be its k-norm for k=12
and e be some small constant. Then the normalization factor
are as follows –
L1- norm: Normalization Factor,
| |
L1-Sqrt: Normalization Factor,
| |
L2-Norm: Normalization Factor,
| |
L2-Hys Norm
L2 –norm followed by clipping and limiting the main value
v =0.2. In our case we use L2-norm of block normalization.
For the Dalal-Triggs variant [1], each histogram hd is copied
four times, normalised using the four different normalisation

factors, the four vectors are stacked, saturated at 0.2, and
finally stored as the descriptor of the cell. This results in a
num of Orientations * 4 dimensional cell descriptor. Blocks
are visited from left to right and top to bottom when forming
the final descriptor. They use 13 dimensional features,
capturing nine orientations under a single normalization plus
four feature capturing without reducing detection accuracy.
In our descriptor (MHOG), we take the gradient orientation
of the histogram both in directed manner and undirected
manner. This is the main difference from HOG descriptor.
As we look into the matter of both undirected and directed
orientation, so it is more accurate. By heuristic approach we
are taken the window size of feature generation and
optimize with the best parameter value which is in our case
35*40 window size where the gradient orientation is very
strong to identify the region of interest.
3.2. Classification
We used support vector machine which is basically a
supervised learning method for classification. Here we used
it to classify two categories of vectors. One is image data
which is represented as a vector to feed into the SVM is
mainly the portion of text object or foreground object and
another one which is also feed to the SVM as the other
class, mainly the portion of image which does not contain
text in it so it is the back ground object. As SVM gives
effective results for classification in high dimensional
spaces, here also we obtain the classification of our sample
values accordingly.
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3.3. Detection Phase
In detection phase the entire image is scan through the scan
window detector with the fix, optimized parameter value
and the feature is then extracted from the two class of image
and feed into the SVM both for the Train image samples and
text image samples so that the SVM can train effectively
and when we test with an image it can more accurately
classify the desired values. It is shown in figure 2.

TP: True positive, FN: False Negative
The results are presented with other famous methods in
Table 1 along with text detection results on a few images as
shown in figure 3.
Table 1: Comparative Performance analysis of Text Detection
Approaches.
Algorithms
Roy Chowdhuri et al.[28]
Kasar et al.[29]
Epshtein et al [30]
Chen et al [24]
Merino-Gracia et al. [31]
Zhang and Kasturi et al. [32]
Proposed method

Precision(p)
0.57
0.63
0.73
0.73
0.51
0.67
0.75

Recall(r)
0.59
0.59
0.60
0.60
0.67
0.46
0.68

Fig 2: Block Diagram of Detection Phase

4. Experimental Results
The Proposed approach was implemented on windows
platform, using Open CV and MATLAB 7.6.0(R2008a).
Experimental results were obtained on the International
Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition
(ICDAR) 2011 Robust reading competitions dataset
specifically captured separately for Training and Testing.
For the “Train file” we take 840 positive images i.e. image
sample that have text in it and 810 negative images i.e.
image sample that do not have text in it. So total image
sample size for the train category is 1650.For the “Test file”
we take 204 positive sample images and 204 negative
sample images. So total image sample size in this category
is 408. After getting results from the linear SVM we
recursively optimize the regularization parameter and kernel
values so that we achieve the desired values in a heuristic
manner. Depending upon the values we prepare the
confusion matrix by which Precision and recall is
calculated. We obtained the two different degree known as
precision or Positive predictive value (p) and recall or
sensitivity(r) of our experimental results. Expressions used
for computation of p and r values are as follows –
Precision: Percentages of image data values that the
classified labelled as positive are actually positive.
So,
Precision =
TP: True positive, FP: False positive
Recall: Percentages of image data values the classified
labelled as positive.
So,
Recall =

Fig 3: Text detection from images

5. Conclusion and Future work
This paper proposed the method (MHOG) as robust, affine
method for generation of object features for detection of text
in scene images mainly captured by digital camera and born
digital images but it can be applied in many field like
licence plate detection of car, category classification etc. We
have a plan to use this in all possible areas of applications.
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